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AVAILABILITY

See text below.

EXCERPTS

What do Republicans mean when they appropriate the term "family values"? Well, now we know. It's all spelled out by Republican Sen.

Rick Santorum of Pennsylvania. In his scary new book, "It Takes A Family: Conservatism and the Common Good" &em; due in book stores

July 24 &em; Santorum speaks out against diversity, public schools, college education and working women.

Argues Santorum: "The notion that college education is a cost-effective way to help poor, low-skill, unmarried mothers with high school

diplomas ... move up the economic ladder is just wrong." Santorum doesn't suggest what a better route out of poverty might be. Flipping

burgers? Taking in laundry?

But Santorum reserves his most outrageous comments for working moms. According to the second-most powerful man in the Senate,

most mothers working outside the home do so not because they have to, but because they want to. If only they were honest, Santorum

argues, parents with young children "might confess that both of them really don't need to ... work as much as they do. And for some

parents, the purported need to provide things for their children simply provides a convenient rationalization for pursuing a gratifying

career outside the home." In other words, women who say they're working to help feed their kids are lying. They're really saving up for the

big Paris vacation.

Spoken like a man totally divorced from reality. And guess what? As a United States senator &em; with two homes, car and driver, annual

salary of $165,200 and full benefits and pension &em; he is divorced from reality!

Santorum has no idea what it's like for most families where both parents work because they have to and, even then, can't pay their bills at

the end of the month. But what do you expect from a man who once defended his opposition to childcare tax credits with the observation:

"Making people struggle a little bit is not necessarily the worst thing."

So, women of America, at last you know what the Republican Party has in store for you. Take it from Rick Santorum: no college education,

no job, no career, no dignity, no self-worth. Stay home, change diapers, cook meals, scrub the floor, wash and iron your husband's boxer

shorts. And, if you have any time left, watch Fox News. You may call it demeaning. He calls it "family values."

- reprinted from World Net Daily
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